Appreciate your posting and sending this out. MNN
4 DIRECTIONS
MNN. Jan. 31, 2012. “The future ain’t what it used to be” [Yogi Berra].
White bankers being the bosses of the world is coming to an end. Their control and
theft of Indigenous resources is over. Their fortunes are declining.
Salaries, social programs, benefits and pensions are being cut back. US elders, you
may not see your pension until you are over 67 or more, if ever. Cost of living keeps
climbing.
Signs of hysteria! New private prisons for those who don’t fall into line. New super
duper fighter jets grace the bigger military. [A temporary fix.]
As Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper in effect said in Davos Switzerland, “If
we don’t put our act together, we’re in deep doo-doo. Europe and the West are not
important anymore. [They’re going broke and lost their slaves.] Third world peoples
have to do all the work cheaply and provide the resources to us. China is bigger. We
have to push emerging economies into debt to us. We’ll just keep throwing paper
money at them!” [Sounds like a quick fix!]
Indigenous have to be brought into line. White supremacists oppressing people of
color is in peril.
The white race is being absorbed out of existence. In 2023 majority of 18 and under
will be people of color in US and Canada, becoming a majority in 2042, or sooner.
Western nations will become third world countries. What will it mean to be white?
No one seems to want to preserve them. They’re not steeped in any cool culture that
we want. They’ve tried to destroy the world for the rest of us.
Four suggested scenarios.
1. White minority remains in charge. Bankers continue to rule everybody, keep
stealing and pocketing. US remains the West’s attack dog.
2. Indigenous majority. White minority. Token whites created. Opportunists claim
white grandmother to get jobs and scholarships meant for white minorities. Every
child required to read, “Vanishing Whites”.
3. Mostly Indigenous. Hardly any whites, who voluntarily set up Department of White
Affairs to run their closed communities. Create white culture villages [‘Touristans’] to
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show that once upon a time many white people lived on and dominated Great Turtle
Island. Many white volunteers for us to study. Some return to their homeland and
find them taken over by people of color.
4. Remaining Western countries with ‘chihuahua’ military. We give humanitarian aid
and condoms. They try to continue white supremacy and divide and conquer tactics
on their own people. They don’t know what peace is.
According to an old Indigenous story, a frog was about to cross a river. A poisonous
brown spider asked if he could ride on his back. The frog said, “No, you’ll bite and kill
me”. The spider said, “I won’t because then we’ll both die”. The frog said, “Okay”.
As they crossed, the spider bit and poisoned the frog, who asked, “Why? Now we’re
both drowning?” The spider replied, “Because it’s my nature.”
As our people saw in the beginning, it may be the invaders’ nature, tehotate’wara:ke,
to [metaphorically] eat each other’s flesh.
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MNN appreciates your help in getting this posted and sent out widely. Thank you.
WHITE FAMINE RELIEF
MNN. JAN. 30, 2012. Is white privilege ending - lower infant morality, easier bank
loans, a white house, ivy league education, running the USA corporation, lolling in
WASP culture!! Will they continue the lifestyle of injustice and racial categorization?
file://localhost/Users/kahentinethahorn/Desktop/mnnlogo1.png
According to current stats, whites are becoming extinct. They will soon be the pissed
off minority culture. They will not be colonized. They will be colorized?
Whites are declining in every city, becoming more infertile. In 13 years they will be a
minority. In 20 states most babies under 2 years old are Indigenous.
12 states have white populations below 50%: Hawaii, California, New Mexico,
Texas, Arizona, Nevada, Florida, Maryland, Georgia, New Jersey, New York,
Mississippi. Soon to join are Illinois, North Carolina, Virginia, Colorado, Connecticut,
South Carolina and Delaware.
US Presidential candidate, Newt Gingrich, promises a colony on the moon. They
better take all their junk with them, like those falsies for creating round bottoms,
tanning salons, implants, toupees, injection machines to make blubber lips and
cheekbones. [Love our looks, but hate our guts!]
US is sandwiched between Canada and Mexico. Canada will soon have a white
minority population and Mexico already has an Indigenous majority.
Panic is pushing them to make up fake history, while living on the land whose history
they’re faking.
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Arizona wiped out the study of Indigenous culture and history, to be replaced by
“white trash studies 101”. They’re trying to spark a white power movement. [Over
there, COINTELPRO!]
The whites have caused a lot of confusion. Their religion justified slavery and
genocide. They think they got away with it by saying “sorry’.
Advertising and marketing will change from a vessel of whiteness to a brown/black
market.
Melanin gives skin, hair and eyes their color. Whites have low melanin content. The
darker skinned have more and are less likely to be damaged from the sun’s rays. It
gives the human being the connection to plants, animals and other people. The less
melinated seem prone to destroy all these without remorse.
Nothing is more painful than to walk down the street and hear footsteps and start
thinking, oh! oh! robbery, then turn around and see a white guy with dreadlocks!
It was wrong to beat us to death, starve us, rape us. They’re scared that we’re going
to take all their jobs, food and treat them like they did us. They won’t be the boss
anymore.
Whites make up 80% of older Americans over 65 years of age. Who’s going to take
care of them?
We might have to play God and start missions to feed the hungry whites: “One dollar
a day to save these poor starving people who have no food, no home, no one to love
or understand them”.
Didn’t Charlie Brown once say something like, “Nothing takes the taste out of peanut
butter like unrequited fake-American-Dream-kind-of love.
MNN Mohawk Nation News. Watch World Banker, James D. Wolfensohn, make
stunning confession to back this up.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOwZwkhFemQ&feature=player_embedded#!
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Please post and send out widely. Your help is greatly appreciated. Nia:wen. MNN
TOK’NI:KON THAT’S IT!
MNN. Jan. 25, 2012. That dance between Canada’s Prime Minister Stephen Harper
and his top Indian CEO, Shawn Atleo, at the phony First Nations Summit in Ottawa
sends the same old “we’re-gonna-get-dem-Injuns” message.
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This was the first public face-to-face meeting of Harper and his 400 corporate Injuns
in Canada. Their job is to continue the illusion that Canada is a legal country while
helping the corporation make money from the extraction of Indigenous resources.
Harper got his Indians to threaten an Arab Style uprising so the military can come in
and keep us in line. Is Atleo, of the Assembly of First Nations, going to stand in the
bush and start tweeting to get the revolution going? Canada wants someone to sell
off our mother, Great Turtle Island, to the international bankers, pocketing the money,
of course.

The Mohawk Crisis of 1990, a true resistance, is always trotted out as a threat. They
want a controlled uprising “like the US Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s”. Are they
kidding? It was anything but. AIM stopped the army bloodbath at Wounded Knee.
Many went to jail, were killed, and Leonard Peltier has been in jail for 38 years.
Here’s the script. Harper, the foreigner, sets up the First Nations Land Management
Act to privatize Great Turtle Island with the help of his fake Indians. Meantime Harper
pushes third world living conditions on the rest of us. Out of desperation, we will be
forced to sell our land to stay alive. Then they cry about the integrity of the Crown!
What? The crown is a corporation that took over the monarchy in a hostile takeover
bid. The first "reservations" were created in 1924 with the Ontario Indian Land Act; a
backroom deal between the Minister of Mines in Ontario and the architect of the
residential school holocaust, Minister of Indian Affairs D.C. Scott
http://caid.ca/IndLanAct1924.pdf
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As Etowokam said in 1710 when he returned from Queen Anne’s Court, England:
“They rely on the written word. That is how they will be judged”. We rely on the
wampum and the rule of law.
Harper left Tuesday night January 24th for the World Economic Forum in Davos
Switzerland. The world’s elite were anxiously waiting to hear that we had been put
back to sleep so they can continue their theft. Instead we are louder than ever.
Canada and the world should answer to us, as everything they want is ours.
Yes, let’s discuss our birthright and that Mother Earth cannot be sold. Sure, put an
end to the illegal Indian Act. Then respect the real relationship between us and the
foreigners. Instead the foreign usurpers are sitting in the high chairs like babies
bawling at the land and resource owners. Their fake Indian idols complain we can’t
use our land as collateral for loans from the foreign corporations that are squatting on
our land. Yet the Canadian government and corporations use our unsurrendered
land as collateral to raise money on the global stock markets. That’s theft, fraud and
genocide. Everyone in the world is on to their bad act.

Those fake Indians who want to be part of this foreign entity cannot usurp our
sovereignty. They have already signed on with the immigrants and became property
of the shareholders of Canada, just like other Canadians.
There will be no “Aboriginal” Spring. Seasons change but not our minds or the
dreaded truth.
As the song Waltzing Matilda portrays: all the women [fake Indians] are standing
around waiting to dance with the jolly swagman [Harper}. “You’ll come a’waltzing,
Malilda, with me!”
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Do you think those colonial chiefs attending the wheel and deal meeting in Ottawa
should read this? MNN
FROM FREEDOM TO SARCASM
MNN Jan. 22, 2012. Freedom requires responsibility [Kaianerehkowa]. The
unsurrendered land, water, air and resources above, beneath and on Great Turtle
Island is the birthright of the Indigenous people. The bankers and their agents want
to steal it all. Our resistance to genocide is causing panic.
Here’s their plan.
Lie about economic prosperity and ending mass unemployment. Increase military
spending. Build more prisons.
Set up secret police outside of civil authority. Rescind habeas corpus and civil
liberties. [US Defense Authorization Act; Canada Omnibus Crime Bill.] Bribe,
destroy, kill, imprison opponents.
Remove citizenship rights [US Enemy Expatriation Act]. Wear non-person ID in
public. Send resisters back to country of origin! [Bye!]
Special courts for death sentences. Execute soldiers for cowardice! [Or give them
more meds.]

Centralize power under one leader. Assassinations to restore order. Swear oath to
leader like Canada to the Queen.
Control courts and civic organizations. Disband state and local governments.
Appoint governors, premiers, mayors.
Divide and rule. Rich fight the poor. Racial conflicts intensified. Religious-based
parties control education and youth groups.

Promote Pan Americanism based on white culture, to defend western civilization from
‘brown sub-humans’.
Criminalize the truth. Ban questioners. Indigenous continue to be hated and feared
[for existing]. Book burnings [Stop Arizona brown market in Indian books]. Teach
race superiority dogma. [Guess which is at the top of the totem pole?]. Fire teachers
who oppose.
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Control mainstream media [A done deal].

Kill the internet [SOPA]. Produce entertainment, films, mass rallies and rhetoric to
push corporatist ideology down our throats.
Create economic depression. Then make up fantasies to restore fake national pride.
Unreasonable foreign policy. Demand surrender or threaten war. No compromise.
No reparation to peoples or countries attacked.
Create enemies. Get another country to invade. Send ultimatums demanding all
their power or face invasion. Step in. Bomb. Call for elections. Put in puppets. Set
up quislings.

Form alliances with dictators or replace them. Set up spies and informers. Install
tribal/band council-like entities to control masses and report on them.
Infiltrate and suppress labor unions and strikes.
[If we’re lucky] The US might threaten to pull out of or destroy the UN if they can’t
own it.
Form secret and illegal alliances like the North American Union NAU. Annex Canada
and Mexico. Suppress revolts. Businesses owned by western interests. Native land
and resource owners do menial work.
Sign pacts to divide up world dominated by a small group of rulers.
Create fear of travel, such as airport TSA groping of passengers and mysterious
shipwreck in Italy.
Heavy fines or long prison terms for crimes like parking tickets, spitting on the
sidewalk or free speech.
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US and Canada are conservative authoritarian corporations. Their citizens are
property of the corporations, squatting on a land they don’t own. The youth want
their corporations to give them a piece of the Indigenous pie.
Over 100 million Indigenous were murdered in the attempt. They need to decolonize
and respect the legal ownership of Great Turtle Island.
The white house or congress or parliament could be graffitied to signal a civil unrest
over something that doesn’t belong to them.
Look for more false flags such as the World Trade Center and laws without
parliamentary or congressional debate.

Open attack on uncooperative Indigenous communities. Human rights violated.
Deprivation of necessities of life.
Canada’s Prime Minister Harper wants to revive the old ghetto policy to keep us in
deplorable conditions to carry out the final solution. [Mother Earth segregated all of
Great Turtle Island for us].
Death by warfare, genocide, reprisals, forced labor and starvation to carry out the
Pan Americanisation of the western hemisphere.
Dictators studied these US strategies [Wasichu] of atrocities, mass murders,
concentration camps, ethnic cleansing and theft on a grand scale.
The great natural power preserved us and continues to do so. We don’t have a
standing army. We have the dreaded truth.
As Oscar Wilde said: When liberty comes with hands dabbled in blood, [and a forked
tongue] it’s hard to shake hands with her.
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CAUGHT IN HIS OWN WEB …
MNN. Jan. 15, 2012. In December the owner of MNN hired a webmaster to update
the MNN website: Erland Campbell of Native Web Markets, 6275 Place Northcrest,
Montreal, Quebec, H3S 2N3, 514-400-3112.
He received $1,500 in advance to make minor changes. The original remained
online. The site he produced is a mere shell of the original. Before launching it,
Campbell demanded $500 in cash immediately. He refused to complete the job.
Campbell then sent threatening emails [copies have been kept] trying to extort
money, which caused me anxiety and fear.
Then the original site online disappeared.
The host in Norway said that the ‘owner’ [not me] had changed the original MNN
password and requested that the site be suspended. I convinced the server to
reinstall a new password.
The RCMP Anti-Fraud Centre advised me to go to the local police, make a report and
insist on a follow up with the web master. Since he was paid and kept the product, it
could constitute theft.
The host in Norway worked very hard to restore the old website which reappeared on
the morning of January 17, 2012.
As Chief Seattle said: “Man did not weave the web of life. He is but a mere strand in
it. Whatever he does to the web, he does to himself”.
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Nia:wen for posting and sending out MNN stories. We appreciate your help. Have a
good 2012. Kahentinetha MNN
MNN: SKY IS NOT FALLING
MNN. Jan. 1, 2012. No. The world is not coming to an end. It’s continuing. We’re
been lead to think that we are heading into a trap to be devoured if we don’t submit.
Terrorized people are afraid to take action.
The dishonorable gang of inbred elites try to run the world. The upper middle class,
their hired guns, have been replaced by machines. They’re leaving Great Turtle
Island.
The people of color are staying.
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Republican presidential candidate, Newt Gingrich, boasted, “You don’t have to
become a drug dealer, pimp or a prostitute when you can wash our bathroom toilets
and floors”. [Is he referring to his filthy mouth?]
Some colonists want to join the Indigenous. They know it’s all our land, water, air
and resources. Are they ready to live under the rules of nature?
They could follow the white roots to the source. If their mind is clean and they agree
to obey the laws of the Rotinoshonnionwe, they can take shelter beneath the tree of
the long leaves.
The bankers are the pirates. They invented the Maritime Admiralty Legal system to
settle business disputes around the world. They incorporated states like the US and
Canada and illegally put them on Indigenous lands. People who signed on became
their property. Their official flags can only be placed on buildings, not on Great Turtle
Island, which was never surrendered.
The Haldimand Proclamation 1784 is unique. A track within the vast
Haudenosaunee Territory was set aside as a British Protectorate forever for the
Mohawks. Their agents of the crown [federal, provincial, municipal, etc.] that breach
their supreme law are guilty of high treason. The Military Court can punish them by
firing squad or hanging. Encroachers beware!
The bankers fear becoming obsolete should an infinite free fuel be found. They are
blinding us by warfare. Their worst is coming as they approach their death throws.
When they say peace, they really mean war. Peace is uncompromising truth. Nature
is real and true. They hope everybody is unnatural like them.
Their link to the world is through technology, while they try to disconnect us from the
natural world.
Their corporations create supermen, that push the dooms day clock and threaten
nuclear war.
The world will survive. The bankers can’t buy mother earth.
They tried to turn Great Turtle Island into a prison where life and the environment are
not precious. For 500 years we’ve been penned up by these maniacs. Now they
are going, leaving behind our land and life.
Here’s an idea! The head rulers can sit in a big room inside a bunker. The walls are
covered with hundreds of televisions. They hold remotes and watch everything that’s
going on. They click, kill and neutralize those who might undo their position and
power.
We let them think they are all powerful, while we go about our lives and ignore them.
They can flick all they want. “Change the channel, honey!” We’re in charge of the
cable and what they seeing!
Their greatest fear is, “They will be cast down from whence they came for all
eternity”.
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They need to turn money into more money and to continue their illusion.
As Bob Dylan sang in 1963 “Masters of War”: “Let me ask you one question, is your
money that good? Could it buy you forgiveness, do you think that it could? I think
you will find when your death takes its toll, all the money made will never buy back
your soul”.
Their treasure has no real value. Mother Earth and the great natural power are the
dictators.
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